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Abstract- -Ful ly  discrete mixed finite element method is considered to approximate the solution 
of a nonlinear second-order parabolic problem. A massively parallel iterative procedure based on 
domain decomposition technique is presented to solve resulting nonlinear algebraic equations. Robin 
type boundary conditions are used to transmit information between subdomains. The convergence 
of the iteration for each time step is demonstrated. Optimal-order error estimates are also derived. 
Numerical examples are given. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider thefollowing nonlinear parabolic problem: 
ut - div(a(x, u)Vu) + c(x, t, u, Vu) -- 0, (x, t) E 12 x J, 
u(x,0)  = u0(x), x • ~,  (1.1) 
u(x, t) = 0, (x, t) • 0~ × J, 
where f/ C R 2 is a bounded convex domain with smooth boundary 0f~ and J -- [0, T]. The 
functions a = a(x, u) and c are assumed tobe C 2 so that the solution u exists and is sufficiently 
smooth. 
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We refer the reader to [1] and the references cited therein for some explicit assumptions on the 
date for (1.1). 
It is well known that the mixed finite element method conserves the mass locally and produces 
accurate flux even for highly nonhomogeneous media with large jumps in the physical properties. 
Since the pioneering work of Raviart and Thomas [2] the method has become a standard way of 
deriving high-order conservative approximations. 
For second-order lliptic problems, mixed methods for the linear and nonlinear cases have re- 
ceived considerable attention and are well studied (see, e.g., [2-6]). For second-order parabolic 
problems, Johnson and Thomee [7] studied the linear case. Recently, much work has been devoted 
to the analysis of continuous-time mixed finite element approximations for semilinear cases. For 
example, Chen and Douglas [8] studied the effect of approximation of coefficients for semilinear 
problems for k >_ 0, where k is the Raviart-Thomas index, while Chou and Li [9] treated sys- 
tem (1.1) which has nonlinearities in the gradient of solutions, and derived optimal order error 
estimates for k >_ 1. More recently, fully nonlinear cases in divergence form are treated by Kim et 
al. [10 I. 
This work is motivated by recent development of domain decomposition methods combined 
with mixed finite element methods. It is known that the classical mixed finite element method 
produces indefinite matrix equations that are not easy to solve. The hybridized mixed finite 
element was invented to overcome this difficulty. Careful analysis is given for hybridized mixed 
finite element methods in [11]. Let us consider discrete-time mixed finite element procedure for 
problem (1.1). If simply lagging the evaluation of the coefficients of (1.1) is used to obtain a linear 
algorithm, it would require a very small time step due to the stability constraint. The purpose 
of this work is to overcome this and to develop an efficient algorithm to solve problem (1.1). 
To this end, we shall consider nonlinear discrete-time mixed finite element methods for (1.1), 
which allows us to take relatively large time step. Then, employing a domain decomposition 
procedure allows us to solve nonlinear algebraic equations effectively. We propose a parallelizable 
iterative domain decomposition procedure based on hybridized mixed finite element. Our scheme 
is motivated by the linear elliptic problem analyzed in [12], which is based on the one introduced 
in [13] 
Recently, another elated procedure to a Helmholz-like problem in elasticity has been studied 
by Feng and Bennethum [14]. Douglas et al. [15] applied the basic algorithm [12] to approxi- 
mate the solution of dual-porosity models and considered also the immiscible displacement in
single porosity systems [16]. Different domain decomposition procedures for mixed finite element 
approximations have been considered in [17-19]. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we formulate our scheme. In Section 3, 
optimal order error estimates for the discrete-time mixed method are derived. In Section 4, 
convergence of the domain decomposition procedure is demonstrated. Numerical experiments 
are presented in the last section. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE METHOD 
We denote by Wk'P(S) the standard Sobolev space of k-differentiable functions in LP(S). Let 
II " IIk,s be the norm of Hk(S) = Wk'2(S) or Hk(S) 2, where we omit S if S = f~ and drop k if 
k = 0. Let LP(J; WJ'q(gl)) denote the usual set of functions with the norm 
'l~bHL~(&W~'q (a ) ){ f j  t P dt} 1/p ' = I1~0 ( ' , ) l lw J ,~(a)  
where, if p = 0% the integral is replaced by the essential supremum. Let eP(J; WJ,q(12)) denote 
the time discrete analogue to the space LP(J; wJ'q(~)) with the norm 
I I¢ l l~,(wJ.q(n))  = w~,q(a) , 
\n=l  
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with the usual modification for p = oo, where we refer to the time level t n by the superscript n. 
We will denote by C a generic positive constant independent of h and At. 
Let H = H(div;~) = {X E L2(~) 2 : d ivx E L2(~)) and L = L2(~). Introduce the flux 
variable 
o = -a (x ,  u )Vu ,  
and suppressing the independent variables, write 




Then, problem (1.1) is equivalent to the problem of finding a map {u, 0} : J ~ L x H such 
that, for each t E J, 
(ut, z) + (div 0, z) = (f(u, a), z), z E L, 
(a(u)o, X) - (u, divx) = 0, X E H, (2.1) 
u(0)  = u0. 
Let Lh x Hh be a Raviart-Thomas space of index k _> 0 associated with a quasi-uniform family 
of polygonal decompositions of ~ by triangles or quadrilaterals, with boundary elements allowed 
to have one curved side. Let Ph x rh : L x Hl(f~) 2 --* Lh x Hh be the projection [2] which has 
the property 
div Orh = Ph odiv : HI(~) 2 --* Lb. (2.2) 
These projections have the following properties [3,4]: 
II w - Phwll <_ C hs Ilwll , 0 < s < k + 1, (2.3) 
1 < s < k + 1. (2.4) 
The continuous-time mixed finite element approximation to (2.1) is given by seeking {Uh, O'h} : 
J --* Lh × Hh such that, for t E J, 
(Uh,t, z) + (div ah, z) = ( f  (Uh, Oh), Z), 
(0~ (Uh) Oh, X) -- (Uh, div X) = 0, 




We refer the reader to [9] for the convergence analysis of scheme (2.5). There, optimal order 
error estimates in L°°(J; L2(~)) for k > 0 and in LC°(J; H(div; ~)) for k _> 1 are demonstrated 
for the scalar and vector variables, respectively. 
The discrete-time mixed finite element approximation to (2.1) is given by seeking {u~, a~} E 
Lh × Hh, n = 1, . . . ,  N, such that 
~ ,z +(d iva~,z)  =(f tun  a n~ z ) ,  zELh ,  ~, h, h i ,  (2.6) 
(a (u'~) a'~, X) - (u'~, divx) = O, X E Hh, 
with u ° -- Phuo. 
Note that (2.6) is a nonlinear algebraic system for each n of which existence and uniqueness 
of the solution follow from [6]. To solve this, we give a parallel iterative domain decomposition 
procedure which is based on the algorithm for coercive lliptic problems [12]. 
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Let {~lj, j = 1, . . . ,  M} be a partition of 
= (3S=lflS, ~ ~ 12 k = ¢, j ~t k. (2.7) 
Assume that 0fl~, j = 1, . . . ,  M is also Lipschitz and that fl~ is star-shaped. In practice, with 
the exception of perhaps a few flss along 012, each fl s would be convex with a piecewise-smooth 
boundary. Let 
F = 0fl, F s = F ~ 0~S, F~k = F~ = 0fl s ~ 0fl~. (2.8) 
The classical mixed finite element method produces an indefinite matrix system that is difficult to 
solve. The hybridized mixed finite element was invented to overcome this difficulty. To consider 
the hybridization of mixed methods, let (f~S} be a partition of fl into individual elements, and 
let H h X L h be a mixed finite element space over {f~S}" 
Set H s x L~ = H(div;~s) x L2(flS) , and 
Hh = {X • H :  X In~ • HS }, 
L h = {~ • L : ~ [~•  LS}. 
Let us consider decomposing equations over the partition {fl s }. It is necessary to impose the 
consistency conditions 
a s • v s +ak .  vk = O, x • Psk , 
where v s is the unit outer normal to ~S. 
In order to define an iterative method for solving the algebraic problem generated by the 
finite element discretization, it is convenient to replace these consistency conditions by the Robin 
transmission boundary conditions [13] 
- f i a  s • u s + u s = f lak • uk + uk, x • FSk C Ofl s, 
-flo'k • vk + uk = flo" d • v s + uj ,  x • FSk C O~k. 
Assume that, when XS = Xh Inj, Xh • Hh ,  its normal component XS "vS on FSk is a polynomial 
of some fixed degree T, where we shall assume T to be independent of Fjk. Set 
Ah = {~ : ~ I r~•  P~(Fsk) = ASh, FSk # ¢} ; 
note that there are two copies of P~ assigned to the set FSk : Ajk and A]¢s. Then, the hybridized 
mixed finite element method is given by dropping the subscript h and seeking 
{a~ e Hi, u~ 6 Lj, A~k • a jk :  j = 1 , . . . ,M ;  k = 1 , . . . ,M} such that 
" u~] -u~] - '  ) (diva~, =(f (u ' ] ,a '~) ,z ) j ,  EL i ,  h~ ,z + z)j z 
\ /  J 
- -  7% )%?% (uj,divx)s+E(j ,x.  )rj  0, x•Hs, (2.9) 
k 
Let us formulate an iterative version of (2.9). Consider the Lagrange multiplier to be Ajk as 
seen from ~j and )~kj as seen from ~k. Then, consistency conditions are 
(2.1o) 
-f~a~ • uk + ~k~ = ~a~ .us + As~, z • rsk c 0~k, 
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so that 
(xyk, X ’ vj)rjk = (P ($ ’ vj + 0F ’ 4) + Xk, X ’ vj)rir 7 
where ,0 is a positive (normally chosen to be a constant) function ul?jk. 
The iterative procedure isto compute {g;“, uTPi, $f} E Hj X Lj X hjk recursively as the 
solution fthe equations 
(~(u~.‘-‘)c$,~)~ - (uS’i,divX)j+~(~u~‘i.~j,X.uj)~~~ 
k 
=- p~~li-’ ’ yk + x~~i-‘, X. vj , XEH~, 
k 
(2.11) 
with initial guess ~7’” E Vj, UT’” ELj, xyi” = xFj” E hjk. 
Quite good initial guesses can be computed by extrapolation from the values obtained at 
previous time levels. We shall demonstrate the convergence of the iteration defined by(2.11) in
Section 4.
3. ERROR ESTIMATES 
In this ection, we shall derive L2-error estimates. Consider the mixed method elliptic projec- 
tion 
(div (U - 5)) z) + (U - ii, z) = 0, z E L, 
(cY(u)(u--8),X)-(divX,~-5)=0, x E H, 
(3.1) 
It is known that he projection {5,6} E Hh x Lh exists and has the following properties [3,9]: 
forl<r15+1, 
IIrJ - Gll I ChTIIr&+60k, 
II(u - WI 5 CV #4~+60k + ll~tllr+d 7 
lb - 41 I Chrl141r, 
Ildiv (0 - 3111 5 Chrl141,-+1, 
(3.2) 
II(o - 3tll 5 Ch’ Wlr + Il4,~~ 
We shall need the boundedness of5 and G. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that oE H1+“(R)2 and u E H2(fl). Then we have 
PROOF. See [9]. 
ll~ll,,, 5 K, for SOme K > 0. (3.3) 
Let C = ah - 6, 7 = o - 6, t = 211, - 6, p = u - fi. We shall use the following notation for the 
difference op rator: 
a,,?? = f” - P-l 
At ’ 
We then have the following estimate bythe integral form of Taylor’s formula: 
or 
(3.4) 
We now demonstrate the main theorem concerning error estimates. 
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THEOREM 3.2. There exists a positive constant C, independent of h and At, such that 
Ilu - uhl i~(L2) + IIa - ahlle:(L~) <-- C [ht  + h~l. 
PROOF. From (2.1) and (2.6), we have the following error equations: 
(3tu~ - u~, z) + (div (a~ - an), z) = (f  (u'~, a'~) - f (u n, an), z), z e Lh, (3.5) 
(a (u~) a~ - a (u '~) a n, X) - (u~ - u n, div X) = O, X e Hh. (3.6) 
Adding (3.5), (3.6), and (3.1), we have 
(b,~n,z) + (div ¢,z) = (Otpn, z) + (Otu '~ - u'~,z) 
(3.7) 
Un n (O~ (h)  ( ' X )  - -  (div X, ~'~) = (In (u n) - a (u~)] 5 n, X), X E Hh, (3.8) 
where the hat denotes evaluation at some intermediate value of the variables. 
We now choose z = ~n in (3.7), X = ~n in (3.8), and add the resulting equations to obtain that 
(~¢~, ~)  + (~ (u~);~,; ~) = (~p,,, ¢,,) + (s~ ~ _ ~?, ~)  
+ (fo - + ( io  + (a~ (p~ ~)  ,~n), 
Hence, by Lemma 3.1, we have 
1 {11~11 = _ 11~_~ll2} + ~o iiCii = < Cll~ll= + jl~,p.ll2 + iip.ll= + ii,f, ii = +~114~11 = 2At 
+ c Ila~ll0,~ {11~"11 = + IIp"ll = + e IICII =} + O(At) 2. 
Taking a small e, we find 
2~1 { IlCll= - IIc-'II= } +~°~- IICI1= < c{  I1~''~11= + IlO'P'~l]= + IIp"II= + 11"112 + (at)~ }" 
Multiplying both sides by 2At, we obtain 
(1 - cat)115"11 ~+ ~o I1¢'~112 at  < IIS"-~[I 2 + c { Ilp"ll 2 + II~"ll 2 + II~,p"[I ~ + (at) = } at,  
the constant being modified accordingly 
An application of Gronwall's inequality and (3.4) show that 
I1~11 + Ilql~=(z=) <- c {lI~°ll + Ilpll~=(/=) + II~II~=(L=) + IIP~IIL=(L=) + At}. 
By our choice of initial approximation, we see that 
I1¢11 <- ch~ Iluoll. 
Hence, by (3.2), we have 
II~l]e~(L2) + 11{II~2(L2) < C [h r + At], 
which completes the proof. 
One can also prove the following estimates using the argument of [20]. 
THEOREM 3.3. There exists a positive constant C, independent of h and At, such that 
ILu - uhll~(L~) + I1'~ - ohlL~(L~) < C[At  + h~]. 
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4. CONVERGENCE OF THE ITERATION SCHEME 
Let us demonstrate the convergence of the iteration defined by (2.11). We showed in the 
previous section the existence of a solution of the global problem over the decomposition {f~ }. 
Set 
n,i n i n,i n n,i n,i n,i E~ '~ = ~j'~ - ~#,  ej  = ujn _ u j '  , Ujk = ~jk  - a~k , Uk~ = a~j  - ak~ , 
where {a T, uy, Ajnk} is the solution of the global problem on f~j; also, interpret the spaces Vj, Wj,  
and Ajk as is appropriate for each problem. Subtracting (2.11) from (2.9) leads to the following 
error equations: 
Q e3'i i n,i n (un,i--l,~yn,i--1), , ~-~-, z + (d v E j  , z )  = ( f  (uj  ,(r;)  - f z)n ~ 
f~j 
n n n# 
k 
n,i (E~,i l~Tn , i - l )n , i - i  #jk = ~ . uj +.,_,k . uk + #kj • 
z e Wj, (4.1i) 
X e Vj, (4.1ii) 
(4.1iii) 
n,i in (4.1i), and add the resulting equations; then, Choose X = E]  'i in (4.1ii) and z = ej 
4" ) - -~  , e ;  'i n re r~# n, i  n# 
k 
o r  
At 3 0,f~ i ~ 0,n~ k 
n n,i ( f (u j , f f j )  _f(u~,i--1 n,i--l' en,i~ , )o,+ ° °  ,o ,  j , ,,o, 
(4.2) 
Let 
~ n, i  2 
j k 
Then, by (4.1iii), we see that 
Gi E Z NI~n'i-1 n ' i - l [2  
= ~-'~k • uk q- lzkj Ir~k k j 
[ Ek :jk n ' i - I  2 /~n,i--I n , i - - l \ ]  -~ E E ~2 n,i-1 Vk -t- [-tkj IFjk "~- 2~ \"'k " Vk' "kj / Pjk ] 
k j 
--a,_, " °"-1 '  
k j " k ,~k j  ~r~k " 
Then, summing on i = 1, . . . ,  N + 1, 
N-t-1 
G +,=Go+4 52 o#-1, 
~=1 k J \~k -uk, pkj ]r jk" 
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It follows from G~v+a _> 0 that 
N+I n, i -1 \  Go 
i=1 j k 
(4.3) 




< e IIE"'~II ~ + e IIE"'i-x[I 2 + C1~ [le""[I ~ + C2~ [[e"'i-lll 2 . 
Taking e = ao/4 leads to 
) a'~°llE",'ll~+ -(cl+c~) I[e",~ll~+c~{lle-,'l[~-Ile-,'-lll ~} 4 
< - ~ ~ "'~ "" + T IIE""-~II~ - # ik 'E~ "v i  r3~ " 
j k 
Thus, summing on i = 1,. ' , N, by (4.3), we obtain 
(, )- 3~o ZIIE.,,II~+ XT-(c '  +c~) ZII.""II~+c=Ile"'"II ~ 
4 i=1 i= l  
N 
Go a0 a0 ) -< --4~ + -g Z IIE""II ~ + q-liE"'°ll ~ + c~ Ile",°ll ~ + ~ ~ %~,~ / ,,,o, ~J'~"'° . ~'J ~',~' 
i--1 j k 
which implies 
N 
H o,,ll + - + + 
i= l  i= l  
Go ao 
<_ ~ + -g IIE",°ll ~ + c~ Ile°'°ll~ + ~ ~ k.~ / .,o, ~J"'° .~j)~. .
f k 
Hence, as N --4 oo, }]En'N]] --~ 0 and I]en'N]] --* 0, for sufficiently small At > 0. Convergence of 
H#~.~NI[, as N --* oo, then follows from (4.1ii) as given in [12]. 
We have finished the proof of the convergence of (2.11) in the discrete case, as stated in the 
following theorem. 
n# n~i n~i " n n n THEOREM 4.1. The iterates {a j , u j , A j k } 6 H j x H j × A j k converge to the solution { a j , u j , Ajk } 
of the global hybridized mixed finite element procedure (2.9) in the following senses. As i ap- 
proaches oo, 
(i) a~. 'i --+ a 7 = a.nla~, in L2(~j), 
(ii) u~. 'i --* u~ -- un. la~, in L2(12j), 
(iii) Aj~ ~ and ~k~ i --* Ajnk, in L2(r~k), 
where (an., un. } E Hh x Lh is the solution of global mixed finite element method.  
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLE 
In this section, the domain decomposition algorithm for mixed finite element approximation 
described in Section 2 is applied to the following test problem: 
___  1 2 cop V- (KVp) = -2p  - ~p + g(x, y), for t > 0 : ~ = (0, 1) 2, & 
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with the initial data p(x, y, O) = 0 and p = 0 on c9f2. Here, K(x ,  y) = exp(x + y), g(x, y) being 
chosen so that the exact solution of this problem is p(x, y, t) = t exp(x + y)x(x - 1)y(y - 1). We 
use At ---- 0.1 throughout. 
The lowest-order Raviart-Thomas elements (k = 0) are used and the trapezoidal rule is used 
to evaluate the integral over each rectangular element. Table 1 shows how the L 2 errors inp  and 
a at t -- 1 shrink with h. Both the pressure and the flux errors decrease l inearly as h --* 0, as 
proved in the theorem. 
Table 1. Convergence rates for the pressure and the flux variable. 
1 





0.434251 - -  5.574354 - -  
0.260849 0.73 2.892237 0.94 
0.136687 0.93 1.453700 0.99 
0.069149 0.98 0.727741 0.99 
It was observed in the numerical experiments that  superconvergence of order two of the flux 
variable occurs if the Gauss quadratures were used to evaluate the integral over each rectangular 
element. Superconvergence allows one to recover even more accurate flux at certain points in 
the grid. The mixed finite element method is therefore specially useful in problems involving 
contaminant  transport,  where accurate flux is critical. 
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